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Subject: Public Comment: General Comment
From: Tim Snipes
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 2011 21:30:07 +0000
To:
From: Tim Snipes <
Subject: People's Advocate Testimony
Message Body:
As you know, People’s Advocate was an early supporter of this Citizen’s Commission and
turned in a set of maps for the southern California region at your first hearing.
After monitoring all of the hearings in southern California we determined that many of
the issues addressed could be fixed by an easy solution.

Since the Assembly seats were drawn correctly in southern California, a simple
re-nesting of various assembly seats into new senate seats will take care of many of
the coastal issues, watershed issues, communities of interest issues, farm worker
issues and a whole host of other issues brought forth at the public hearings. There is
no population deviation in my Senate handouts, since I used your own assembly maps.

For example, the Assembly seats are done correctly in Ventura County, but the Senate
seat should be changed. By changing the nesting of assembly districts, you can keep
communities of interest together. Instead of nesting Santa Clarita with Malibu, you
should nest Santa Clarita’s Assembly seat with East Ventura County. That is a simple
nesting of your Assembly Seats labeled EVENT and LASCV. Historically, for over 30
years, these areas have been connected in a Senate seat.

Likewise, nesting Assembly Seats SLOSB and SBWVE will take care of the city of Lompoc
issues and other Santa Barbara County concerns voiced at the Oxnard hearings. This
keeps Santa Barbara County whole in a senate seat. In addition, this gives
historically underrepresented groups, such as farm workers in central coast areas of
Santa Maria, Piru, Fillmore, Oxnard and El Rio, a united voice.

In addition, re-nesting of Assembly Seats LAVSF and LAMWS will take care of the
coastal concerns voiced by several of the environmental groups. It will also solve the
problem of Malibu being connected to Kern County, which many speakers, including the
mayor of Malibu, objected to.
Likewise, this will take care of the residents of
Studio City who voiced their concerns of being connected to Ventura County.

Again, thank you for your services and I hope that this easy fixes will be given your
consideration.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: General Comment
From: Vianey Nunez <
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 2011 22:45:48 +0000
To:
From: Vianey Nunez <
Subject: From Latino Community Members
Message Body:
Dear Redistricting Commission:
First, we would like to thank you for your work and dedication in heading the
unprecedented citizen redistricting commission in our state. We are sure your work has
come with great sacrifices to your regular jobs and family lives, especially as
deadlines near. We are writing to provide public comment on the first draft maps. We
greatly thank you for extending the deadline as without the extension, we would not
have been able to comment on time.
We write as Latino and Latina members of community and academic organizations. Our
first comment is to convey our disappointment in seeing no change in the number of
Latino/a effective districts in California. From 2000 to 2010, our state had a growth
of 3,382,308. Of those new California residents, 3,047,163 were Latina/os. That is,
90.1% of the growth came from the Latino/a community.
The reason why we have redistricting every ten years, whether it’s done by the
Legislature or an independent commission, is to evaluate the changes in our state and
adjust our district maps respectively. We don’t understand how our community can be
responsible for 90% of the state’s growth and not see an increase in the number of its
effective districts. Further, this is the most populous state in the nation. This 90%
growth accounts for over 3 million people. If half of that growth was of citizen voting
age (CVA), and it was more or less concentrated in a few regions, we would potentially
be seeing 2 more Assembly districts and about 1 more Senate district. However, the
draft maps do not propose an increase in our represenation and this is a major cause
for concern.
We are also concerned that the net effect of the proposed maps may potentially result
in negative representation for the Latino/a community. In analyzing the Redistricting
Partners document of the demographics of proposed districts, we notice that some
Latino/as who have been elected are now in the same district; that some incumbent
Latino/as are proposed to be located in districts where it would be difficult to
re-elect them; and that yet other proposed districts are vacant, perhaps leaving open
some opportunities for new representation. Thus, our concern is not limited to the
absence of no new Latino/a effective districts, but is also inclusive of the concern
that we may possibly lose a few representatives who have previously been supported by
their constituents.
California’s population is incredibly diverse. However, we understand that it is the
Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP) that elects its representatives. This is one
factor that explains why our representatives in governance structures are not exactly
representative of the state’s actual population. In the Latino community, many of our
members are underage while others who are of age can’t vote due to the fact that they
are not U.S. citizens. Further, of those who can vote, not all will exercise their vote
due to other factors including lower civic engagement levels and disenfranchisement.
As engaged community members, we are very aware of these dynamics, hence our
involvement in our communties to improve them, improve our democracy and ensure fair
governance at the institutional level. With the unprecedented citizen-led redistricting
effort before us, we are most interested in our fair representation, especially when we
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feel that the census data supports our concerns and request.
To close, we would like to address the criteria that are used by the Commission when
drawing our maps and make a request in respect to them. We would like to request that
you place a stronger weight on the Voting Rights Act, which is criteria number two,
than on the desire to draw more compact maps per criteria number four. While we
understand that asymmetrically shaped districts may be awkward-looking, and even
“suspicious-looking” at first glance, it is very important to uphold the Voting Rights
Act. This is immensely more important to our community than our desire for more
symetrically shaped, compact maps. Further, “communities of interest” should be kept
together regardless of whether they may fall in adjacent cities or adjacent counties,
so long as the district can be drawn contiguously. Overlapping county or city
boundaries with district maps should not be of high priority. What should matter is
equity in keeping our communities together regardless of a county!
or city line. As an example, I'll point to the communities of Parlier and Orange Cove
in Fresno County, that are geographically close and demographically similar to Dinuba,
Orosi and Cutler in adjacent Tulare County. This cluster of communities is broken up by
two different proposed Assembly maps.
We greatly thank you for your time in considering this public comment.
Sincerely,
Vianey Nuñez, President, Goldman School Latino Speaker Series, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA
Neptaly Taty Aguilera, Former State President, CAFÉ de California, a Statewide Chicano
State Employees Association, Sacramento, CA
Tony Perez, Past DLC President, SEIU 1000 and Board Member, Florin Resource
Conservation District, Sacramento, CA
Rey Leon, Executive Director, Valley Latino Environmental Advancement Project, Fresno,
CA
Rafael Aguilera, Principal, Verde Group Consulting LLC, Sacramento, CA
Pablo Rodriguez, Communities for a New California (CNC) Educational Fund
Alondra Flores, Director of Expansion, Professional Latina Sorority Alpha Pi Sigma,
Fresno State Univ., Fresno, CA
Raul Macias, Board Member, La Raza Law Students Association, University of San Diego
School of Law, San Diego, CA
Angelica Tellechea, Alumna, Sacramento State University, Sacramento, CA
Carlos Alcala, Parish Member and Harvard Alum, West Sacramento, CA
Norma Alcala, Parish Member, West Sacramento, CA
Margarita Aranzazu, Real Estate Agent, Orosi, CA
Enrique Nunez, Construction Worker, Orosi, CA
Ruby Nunez, 7th Grader, Orosi, CA
Angelina Aranzazu, Community Member, Cutler, CA
--
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Subject: Public Comment: General Comment
From: James Tank <
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 2011 23:54:22 +0000
To:
From: James Tank <
Subject: Davis and the Delta
Message Body:
Good afternoon Though I am a resident of the City of Sacramento, I spend a great deal of time and
energy in the Delta, advocating for the people and land of this unique region. The
interests of those of us living in Sacramento and West Sacramento, while geographically
connected to the Delta via 160, could not be more divergent than with those of the
small-holders and agricultural labor communities of the Delta. It is for this reason
that I support combining Davis and West Sacramento with Sacramento in current
districting effort.
Recent land deals in Yolo County to appropriate water to Davis and recent sales of Yolo
land whereby water will transferred south of the Delta show that while the Delta
extends geographically to West Capitol Avenue, the needs of the Delta begin to diverge
from the folks of West Sacramento and Davis well south of Hwy 220. While Davis has the
right to secure a reasonable water supply, it has chosen to do so without regard for
the political or environmental impacts on the people and land of the Delta.
Southport development and recent improvements in the Raley Field and Capitol Avenue
corridors leave little question that West Sacramento is a developing a an exciting new
urban environment with the same riverfront ambitions as its neighbor on the East bank.
Though, West Sacramento may have an agricultural past, the consolidation of Broderick,
Bryte and West Sacramento decades ago clearly indicate the desire for its people to
make it an urban hub.
For the last decade Sacramento has not kept up with environmental standards in treating
waste water before discharging into the Sacramento. As urban folks, the communities
along the 80 corridor have done little and have even resisted efforts to take
responsibility for the damage done to the Delta water supply and habitat, citing
costs.
It seems clear that Davis, Sacramento and West Sacramento’s interests around
water and natural resources have a great deal more in common than with Walnut Grove,
Isleton or Courtland.
The citizens of the Delta have previously been represented by folks elected by the same
people who are polluting their water. While I am politically very liberal, it disturbs
me that the people of the Delta have little recourse in appealing to representation
that serves a primarily urban population. It is for these reasons I support the
inclusion of Davis and West Sacramento into an urban district with Sacramento.
It is
time that the agricultural communities of the Delta have an elected voice of their own.
Sincerely,
James B Tank
Sacramento, CA
95816
--
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Subject: Public Comment: General Comment
From: Jeﬀ Nibert <
Date: Tue, 28 Jun 2011 23:59:36 +0000
To:
From: Jeff Nibert <
Subject: Pleasanton
Message Body:
I was Speaker 73 at the June 27
meeting in San Francisco. The
Commission chair requested that
I email my proposal, which I
designed to achieve several
popular desires for SF Bay Area
CDs. As it consists of a PDF chart, I have sent it separately to
Thank you for your consideration.
Jeff Nibert
Pleasanton, CA
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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California Conservative Action Group
Albany, CA 94706
MEMO
To: Citizens Redistricting Commission
From: David Salaverry, CCAG
RE: CCAG Maps, The Process So Far
Date: June 28, 2011
Introduction
I am David Salaverry, the leader of the California Conservative Action Group (CCAG) and the creator of
fairthelines.org. As commissioners and staffers know, I've been following the CRC since the Sacramento
hearings in February. CCAG and fairthelines.org is a pure grassroots phenomena. CCAG has no funding
from any foundation, institution, political party or private individual. I don’t have academic pedigrees or
legal training. Our organization bank account has less than $100 in it, we just last week put a donate
button on our website.... but we do have a passion for fairness and honesty in politics.
CCAG and Q2
The maps we have developed for the commission were created entirely at the Berkeley Redistricting
Assistance Center on the computers furnished by the commission cooperatively with The Statewide
Database. We would like to state for the record that Karin MacDonald and her team Nicole, Tamina,
Andrew and others have been very helpful and shown us every courtesy.
However, the personal relationship our team has developed with Q2 should not be taken to indicate
support for the maps Q2 will produce, nor our approval of the internal processes behind those maps.
We are firewalled at the Redistricting Assistance Center from Q2s commission work, as we should be.
We have no knowledge of Q2 processes nor any special knowledge of what they will produce.
CCAG Mapping Goals, The VRA
We've created our districts with one central theme... fairness. Our goal has been to follow the Prop 11
and Prop 20 criteria rigorously. As conservatives, we are a minority in the Bay Area, outnumbered in
some areas 5 to 1. We have no desire to game the system to gain more than basic fairness through a
rational process.
With respect to the Federal Voting Rights Act, Northern California, unlike Southern California is not
significantly stratified into ethnically or racially cohesive areas large enough to create full districts.
Salaverry Memo, CCAG Maps, The Process So Far
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Therefore, although we have drawn maps with minority enclaves in mind, we feel that structural
communities of interest as defined by Props 11 and 20 should take precedence over ethnic or racial
communities of interest which we believe may be used by our political opponents as a substitute for the
VRA to create districts.
CCAG East Bay Maps
As Slate Magazine, The Washington Post and others have noted, the existing CD 11 was grossly
manipulated in the past to crack and pack suburban conservative voters from TriValley to Concord to
Lamorinda into districts that diluted their votes. Our maps end this egregious gerrymander which has
kept our community of interest from electing candidates of its choice.
The TriValley‐Lamorinda‐Concord community of interest is structural, economic and based on political
entities within Contra Costa and Alameda Counties. It consists of suburban bedroom communities and
corporate office parks tied together by Highways 580 from Dublin to Tracy, Highway 680 from
Pleasanton to Concord and Highway 24 from Walnut Creek to the Caldecott Tunnel.
Our new districts fulfill all Prop 11 and 20 criteria. There was overwhelming support for our East Bay
district at your hearing, not only from those who live and work there but also from those in communities
from Oakland to Hayward who do not want to be districted with the TriValley‐Lamorinda‐Concord. We
kept traditionally African American areas from Richmond and Berkeley to Oakland whole in our maps,
while remaining sensitive to the emerging Hispanic populations in South Oakland and San Jose.
On June 7, close to forty community members from the Fremont, Hayward and Newark area spoke to
their Asian Pacific Islander COI which they did NOT want linked to TriValley‐Lamorinda‐Concord as the
commission had done in its first iterations.
The Process So Far
I would like to speak frankly about the commission process so far. Although the commission has had
successes and now released first draft maps, an objective critique is in order.
Many of the problems the commission faces began with poor early decisions. Others flow from
imperfect legislation. The worst early decisions were those partisan votes made within the framework
of initial mutual distrust. Given the compressed timeline of the commission’s work, it was perhaps
inevitable that early partisanship would create conflict. There was little time to get to know 13
strangers before the battles began.
I believe that hardball partisan politics over the hiring of the Voting Rights counsel and the line drawer is
the “original sin” of the commission. The animosity has been cyclical and not universal to all
commissioners but has broken out several times in hearings and possibly more often behind the scenes.
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This isn’t surprising. We are currently a nation and a state more divided than usual. Also, partisan
conflict is coded into the DNA of our democracy. It’s how you mitigate conflict that matters. The
principle failure of this commission is that it hasn’t addressed the partisan conflict through compromise,
it has merely (temporarily) swept it under the rug in false unanimity.
Gibson v Nielsen & Rose v Q2
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, the commission’s choice of a VRA attorney was in retrospect a mistake. The
Gibson lawyers had little VRA experience and were brought to the process because one commissioner
picked up the phone to ask a friend and colleague to bid. Gibson’s lack of experience is telling; in
hearings on the eve of release of the first draft maps, the commission seemed frustrated with Gibson’s
inability to give clear answers to thorny VRA technical questions. And the initial Gibson Dunn advice
that no LA VRA districts were needed has created a firestorm of protest and many likely changes.
Gibson, though less experienced, was the more expensive choice; initially coming in on a $150K contract
they quickly raised the ante to $249K. Given the Gibson lawyers $800‐$900 “normal” hourly billing, it
was not surprising that their original bid almost doubled. Nielsen, Merksamer’s Marguerite Leoni bid of
$150K, included mapping expertise and attorney Christopher Skinnel, a recognized VRA expert.
The choice of a mapping consultant was also questionable. Q2 was originally brought in on a no‐bid
basis. This became a problem, The Rose Institute also bid. Q2 is an academic outfit with a thin resume
of redistricting for the City of San Diego and County of San Francisco only. Although Q2s appliction
claims it is a woman‐owned business, Bruce Cain is on the LLC paperwork as co‐owner. The commission
did not to my knowledge ask about Cain’s ownership percentage or inquire as to the financial
relationship between Cain and MacDonald.
The Rose Institute on the other hand redistricted Arizona, performing exactly the functions the
commission would require on a statewide project. Nevertheless, Rose was rejected, ostensibly because
they could not release a list of their financial backers in a 48 hour window. The real reason was partisan
and political.
Had the commission understood the need for coalition building at the beginning, had left‐leaning
commissioners not played tribal political hardball and assasinated the professional character of of both
The Rose Institute and Nielsen Merksamer, a reservoir of good will might have been created by hiring a
left‐leaning VRA and a right‐leaning mapper or vice versa. That reservoir would have been there for the
commission to draw on in the badlands that were sure to be ahead.
All the firms in the bidding process at the final cut were honest, reputable and would be scrutinized to
such an extent as to make collusion unlikely. The commission should have known that.
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Outreach & Transparency
Although outreach and transparency have been goals from the beginning, the commission has fallen
very far short of the mark. Outreach has been through special interest groups, (what I have dubbed the
“alphabet groups” of the institutional left) and directed to their narrow ethnic and racial base. There
has been no outreach whatsoever to conservatives, though outreach to ethnic, progressive media has
been trumpeted.
The commission’s PR work has been poor and its media presence limited as a result. Although many in
the media think redistricting is a boring, technical subject of little interest to the average “consumer” of
news, that attitude only presents a challenge to be overcome. The commission has not overcome it, and
as a result input hearings in the first round were lightly attended relative to the importance of the
commission’s work.
The process is far from transparent. Videographers have consistently been behind in posting the videos
and the cheaper, lower quality vendor was hired; the results are there to see. The commission has
relied on meaningless, boilerplate agendas that violate the spirit if not the law of Bagley‐Keene. Letters
are disorganized on the website and difficult to view.
But the biggest error was the decision to spend one quarter of the $2 million budget on VRA lawyers
and zero on transcripts of input hearings. This was an important early mistake that has lead to
disorganized, ad hoc mapping sessions and many strange districts.
The COI Database
At the end of the first draft process, the commission has belatedly realized it does not have a robust,
functional COI database. In the public hearing the day before the first drafts, we learned that Q2 was
supposed to create a database and did release a data model but that the COI testimony is not yet in a
form the commission can access. This is a startling failure!
Community of Interest testimony is the foundational “stuff” of Props 11 and 20. California voted to take
redistricting away from politicians and put it into the hands of citizens through the medium of open
hearings and COI testimony. That the commission has treated this precious citizen input with such
cavalier disregard is astounding.
The commission elected not to pay for transcripts of public input hearings that could have been a
repository of citizen testimony. And Q2 apparently has not created the database contracted for, so the
commission was forced to discuss giving Q2 more money to finish a database already a part of the Q2
contract on the day before first draft release.
As a result of these failures, the public’s will is effectively marginalized. While snafus at Q2 are perhaps
understandable given their relative inexperience, it’s astonishing that the commissioners themselves
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have paid so little attention to COI. I have watched the line drawing process and seen the
commissioners time and time again confused about who said what when and where. As a result the
mapping process has been capricious and incoherent.
Here’s how the COI process seems to go: A commissioner grabs some bit of COI dander floating in his or
her loose notes or head and throws it out to the mapping floor. Then, those commissioners with an
interest in the particular geographic area (and the interest is highly selective) bat the dander around for
a while till it finally settles and something is communicated to Q2 that later hopefully gets mapped. This
dander chase and reliance on faulty memories and loose notes has lead to notable absurdities. Here is
one example of the process.
In an attempt to gain more control over the chaotic process, the commission in the week before
releasing first draft had to add money to Q2s budget to hire a person to take notes of the instructions
that were being given to Q2. All these facts and many more point to a process that is fundamentally out
of control.
A COI Decision Tree
In addition to the lack of a robust, functional COI database, the commission has not developed a rational
process for drawing COI lines. I approached two commissioners in the hallway at the Burlingame
Common Cause seminar to ask, “What happens when COIs are in conflict?” I got no real answer.
A good deal of the commission’s work is technical and legal. The need for perfect congressional
numbers and the correct variance for assembly and senate locks down maps and limits choices. The
need to comply with the VRA limits the maps as well. It is only in balancing COIs that the commission’s
work is more art than science, more politics than rigid application of census data and law. And yet,
observing the process, the commission seems to have given no thought to how to balance COIs.
I am not calling for a rigid structure. That would defeat the purpose and work against the necessary
flow of politics. But a total lack of structure is a worse problem. Here are some questions the
commission might ask: 1) what weight do we give to “quality” vs. quantity of testimony?, 2) what does
“quality” testimony look like?, 3) what importance should we give to previous gerrymanders and to
what extent do we have a political and moral obligation to right the wrongs of the past?, 4) can we
reject COI testimony that looks like it benefits a particular politician and smells like it was brought to the
commission by someone connected to that politician?, 5) how can we achieve rough parity and spread
the pain equitably?
I’m sure there are many other questions you the commission could ask that would create a workable
structure for the COI balancing and decision making process. The need to bring the COI data and the
decision process under control is urgent. Lawsuits will inevitably flow from the chaos.
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The Founding Legislation
One handicap the commission has worked under is that Props 11 and 20 are initiatives straight out of
the early 20th century Progressive Movement. The initiatives are reactive, anti‐political and somewhat
puritanical. Governor Hiram Johnson would have approved.
The problems of the classic progressive impulse are several; first, the reformist cure (like Prohibition)
can be worse than the disease, second, the reform may react against perceived corruption radically,
creating a wild pendulum swing towards an opposite injustice or political absurdity, third, there are
always unintended consequences.
As those who have read California history may have noticed, the brainy folks who wrote Props 11 and 20
are very much in the mold of their counterparts of 100 years ago, sophisticated elites with high
education levels who believe “intelligence” and “good intentions” are all you need in politics. Bosses
and party machines are disdained. And messy political processes are distasteful. Redistricting, it is
imagined, can be done collegially over a few glasses of good wine as long as noble legislation is passed
and everyone behaves.
The “Alphabet Groups”
Unfortunately, into the political vacuum created by the Prop 11 and 20 “good government” banishment
of parties, politicians and paid mapping consultants the special interest groups rapidly flowed, what I call
the “Alphabet Groups” of the institutional left. MALDEF, CAPAFR, AARC, NALEO, Greenlining et al claim
to be non‐partisan political neuters but that assertion is patently absurd.
The unintended consequence of banishing honest partisanship might have been anticipated by the
smart people who co‐wrote and funded the amendments. It wasn’t. A better model would have been
limited involvement for politicians and parties, not banishment, but that’s for another round of
initiatives.
The movie Gerrymander, produced and released in support of Prop 11 makes it clear that Common
Cause was instrumental from the beginning. The Executive Director of California Common Cause was
the heroine of Gerrymander, a likeable, telegenic spokesperson whose hard work brought Prop 11 to
the finish line. What was never clear to viewers or voters was that a phalanx of hard left activist groups
would push deep into the commission on Common Cause’s coattails.
Political Bait & Switch
To the extent that groups like MALDEF, CAPAFR, AARC, NALEO, Greenlining, etc. end up driving the
process, Props 11 and 20 are classic examples of political bait and switch. No one elected these groups.
Voters barely realize they exist, much less what their agenda is. Had the citizens of California known,
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the narrow margins by which both propositions won would have flipped and the vote would have been
overwhelmingly against passage.
This fact creates a huge political problem that the commission doesn’t seem to be aware of. Lacking
political common sense, the commission has from the beginning been lulled into a bizarre “normalcy”
with regard to these groups.
Worse still, with their presence “normalized” early the “alphabet groups” have become politically and
legally aggressive. The commission, mostly naïve civilians, has rolled over, pandering to shrewd pols
who claim to represent Hispanics, Asians, African‐Americans and others but who in fact represent a
narrow, self‐serving ideology. As a third‐generation Hispanic (on my father’s side) this deeply offends
me.
An Example of Pandering to the Left
Here is one example of pandering. Members of this commission have repeatedly lapsed into Spanish in
front of native Spanish speakers as if to prove they are “simpatico.” Yo tambien puedo hablar en
espanol… I'm not going to. I'm not going to speak the language of the kitchens, the language of the
construction site or the language of the picking teams because for elites to do so is condescending.
To the best of my knowledge, only one commissioner has lived the plight of the marginalized Hispanic
with limited English. I believe that commissioner is an honest advocate with shared roots and mother
tongue. The rest of us should consider that it may be more respectful to speak English, the language of
the college classroom, the language of the business office, the language in which this commission will
make its decisions.
Commission Diversity
Although the commission was created with diversity in mind, there is far less true diversity than
advertised. This problem must be laid at the feet of the framers and the State Audit Department rules
by which the commission was chosen, but the commission needs to be aware of its socio‐economic and
cultural‐political homogeneity in order to mitigate the very real lack of diversity.
Who represents youth on the commission? Who represents the working classes? Who represents the
religious? Who represents small business or the corporate world? Who represents rural interests? No
one really. The commissioners most important identity is as members in good standing of the
sophisticated, urban elite: all have achievements to be proud of, all have advanced degrees, secure
employment, high incomes and a net worth in the top brackets.
There are no high school only or AA degree commissioners. There is no identifiable Catholic,
Evangelical, Muslim or Jew. None makes a living with their hands, as I do. None drives a truck, none is a
cook or a nurse. Beneath the Sesame Street diversity is a sameness and a blandness that creates
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assumptions‐in‐common that blind commissioners to the “other Californias” they don’t inhabit. If the
commission congratulates itself less about supposed “diversity” and listens more, it may begin to
alleviate this problem.
A Short Story About Racism
I’d like to tell a short story. As a boy of 13 in LA I had a paper route. Collecting the monthly bill was
always a hassle in the working class areas my route served. One hot August day I had finally chased
down a fat, white welder with a nasty temper who was always trouble. Habitually unemployed, when
he finally opened the door in a greasy tee shirt with a three day stubble, he took one look at me, turned
and shouted to his wife, “The little spick is here for his money!”
The little spick. My normally fair skin had turned dark brown with the summer. My grandfather
Salaverry was Peruvian, my grandmother Quesada Guatemalan so I guess I was a spick, and the slur
sensitized me to the evil of racism for life. However, I didn’t act on the slur, not globally. Sadly, the CEO
of MALDEF apparently has acted globally from an incident at about the same age. His status as a victim
of racism is his principal claim to moral authority and political legitimacy, claims I categorically reject.
MALDEF’s current CEO confessed in an internet radio interview that what personally motivates him was
an encounter in high school with a “racist” counselor who tried to lock him out of an academic future.
Obviously, he prevailed. Mr. Saenes went to Yale, became a bright young star at MALDEF, lawyered for
Mayor Villaregosa, was almost tapped by President Obama and has now returned as MALDEF’s CEO. I
don't feel sorry for him. The progress America has made on racism has worked well for him.
MALDEF, CAPAFR, AARC, et al. Claim of Minority Representation
MALDEF, CAPAFR, AARC and others claim to represent the interests of their particular minority. The
claim is global, they say in effect, “We’re the only game in town.” This is categorically false.
At the Oakland hearing CCAG brought our conservative African American, Hispanic and Asian brothers
and sisters. A black psychologist spoke against the presumption of a monolithically left African
American community in Oakland. A Chinese‐speaking immigrant family spoke against the SF
gerrymander. In Redding, a conservative Native American spoke out but her tribal areas only added up
to a scattered few thousand souls so she was ignored.
In Yuba/Marysville citizens told you of underserved conservative Hmong and Sikh communities and
asked you to reach out. In San Luis Obispo a conservative sixth generation Mexican‐American farmer
spoke. At Northridge a conservative Grand Vice President of the 150 year old Chinese American Citizens
Alliance presented maps. These conservatives are the tip of a larger iceberg.
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The Real Agenda
In my opinion, MALDEF, CAPAFR, AARC et al are staffed by ideologues who cynically use the minorities in
whose name they speak. Although the underlying ethnic groups have obvious political/geographic
conflicts (especially in the crowded Los Angeles basin), the “alphabets” who claim to represent them
have worked out their differences and presented maps in alignment with each other. This was possible
because the “alphabet’s” real agenda is not ethnic identity. Hard left ideology unites these groups. And
the real agenda is money.
What these groups are most fundamentally about is the political power of each group itself and each
group’s ability to go after tax payer money in the name of minorities. Despite efforts to mask the fact, it
leaks out in testimony about taxpayer funded social services these groups feel entitled to. Unlike the
ethnic machines of bygone eras, these modern day Tammany Halls reach past the local patronage pie of
an 1800s New York or Chicago into much larger Federal and State coffers. It’s about the money.
The strategy spans years: To elect politicians who keep government funds flowing to an ever‐increasing
social services network that locks minorities into servitude on “Uncle Sam’s Plantation” while paying the
fat salaries of “non‐profit” and bureaucrat overlords. Conservatives have a different vision.
The MALDEF Calendar Dodge
Researching commission transcripts, I discovered that in February MALDEF, CAPAFR, ALPAC, NALEO etc.
convinced the commission to change the first draft schedule. I was frankly shocked.
The commission was originally scheduled to complete input hearings and release first draft maps on
May 24th. But on February 26, MALDEF, CAPAFR and AARC with an assist from NALEO half ordered and
half bamboozled the commission into changing the date to June 10, against the confused protests of
several commissioners.
This front loaded the process, giving MALDEF, et al two and a half extra weeks to get their salaried
“community activists” out to gin up the base for the input hearings and to perfect maps. By cutting two
and a half weeks from the second draft process, MALDEF disenfranchised conservatives who lacked
organization and are just now beginning to realize what happened to them.
Shrewd! During my first visits to the commission I intuited that the process was honest but out of
control. When I discovered this calendar dodge I wondered if there was actual collusion between
commissioners and MALDEF to undermine a the process. Sadly, there has been gross naivety by those
commissioners working for fairness.
Given its institutional arrogance, it was not surprising that statewide maps MALDEF presented in
Northridge over reached. As one commissioner noted wryly but almost apologetically, if one creates
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amoeba shapes over huge geographic areas, one can come up with 17 Hispanic VRA districts. But is this
reasonable?
“Quality vs. Quantity” Testimony
One commissioner asked CCAG questions about “quality vs. quantity of COI testimony” during
presentation of our maps. The issue was that conservatives at input hearings had said, “We don’t want
race and ethnicity as redistricting criteria.” Well, there has been “low quality” testimony, for instance,
dialogue about “Valley Fever” and calls for LGBT COIs encompassing ten block neighborhoods in
Bakersfield.
While conservatives speaking against “racial criteria” may seem “low quality” given the Prop 11
validation of VRA, there is an important moral argument here that goes to the kind of society that
sometimes inarticulate and unsophisticated conservatives want. A color blind society. A society in
which the true moral progress on race that America has made since the 1960s is recognized and the
power of draconian laws wanes.
Has there been moral progress on race in America? Of course there has. MALDEF et al, doesn’t want
moral progress and will never recognize moral progress. But MALDEF et al is not the true heir of Dr.
Martin Luther King’s morally profound civil rights movement.
Rather, MALDEF and groups like it are King’s civil rights movement morphed into the morally repugnant
civil rights industry. Like the anti‐communist John Birchers of the 1950’s, MALDEF and its cohorts will
see racists under the bed until the millenium because political power and fundraising dollars flow
directly from the spurious and cynical charge.
The VRA Section 5
As I am sure the commissioners knows, the Section 5 counties of Kings, Merced, Monterey and Yuba are
historical accidents that resulted from late revisions of the VRA during a period when troop flows
through Vietnam‐era military bases (now closed) coupled with the revised law lead to Section 5.
Have there ever been night riders in white sheets burning crosses in these California counties? Are
there likely to be lynchings, poll taxes or Jim Crow laws in the future? As a common sense matter,
Section 5 makes no sense in California.
On the other hand, the stigma of Section 5 and the costs of complying with the bizarre application of the
statute are real. Currently, Merced County is suing to get out. With costs of $1 million to comply,
Merced has paid a $200K retainer to litigate. The combined $1.2 million is taxpayer money that could
be better spent.
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Worse, the Section 5 tail wags the redistricting dog creating distortions that disenfranchise voters
statewide. Monterey’s Section 5 ripples north into the Bay Area, south to San Luis Obispo and west into
the Central Valley. Yuba county whose Hispanic population has plummeted as Sacramento suburbs
spread north, is the tail wagging mid‐state dog. Kings County and Merced County impacts the maps in
Kern, Ventura and San Luis Obispo, etc.
And all statewide mappers including Q2 have had to begin with Section 5, deal with this aberration as if
it were reasonable, and proceed from a foundational absurdity outward.
Section 5 is considered by many (including perhaps a majority of Supreme Court justices) to be
unconstitutional. It’s application in California has grossly distorted the redistricting process. In one
recent session, the commission went around and around in circles on the subject of “Bringing back the
Stockton finger,” in order to satisfy Section 5 to the south.
That the commission can discuss Section 5 without breaking out into peals of sarcastic laughter is a
testament to its plodding diligence. Although the commission cannot by law ignore Section 5, we will
insist you limit the distortions and not be overly concerned about lawsuits. Section 5 needs to be
litigated in California, all the way to the Supreme Court if necessary. Conservatives will gladly join that
battle.
The VRA Section 2
VRA Section 2 is fully constitutional and in sync with the 14th Amendment equal protection clause.
However, it is politically questionable as California heads toward a higher population of Hispanics than
whites with whites now a minority relative to the aggregate “people of color.” And, Section 2 is not
settled law.
In the 2008 APALC video “Redistricting 2011: Strategies for Asian American and Pacific Islander
Communities”, Section 2 litigation is unabashedly referred to as MALDEF’s “legal hammer.” On camera,
MALDEF’s senior redistricting attorney (a former staffer for Congresswoman Linda Sanchez) lets her hair
down at the insider “alphabets” seminar, decodes the last decade of litigation and says in effect, “We’ve
won some and lost some so we’ll use the ‘legal hammer’ where we can and rely on activists and COIs
where we cannot.”
Racially Polarized Voting
To further confuse the matter, the politics of Section 2 have changed in real time in front of the
commission. The California NAACP testified that there is no Racially Polarized Voting in Los Angeles, and
by the way “We want our black representatives in LA left alone.” If there is no RPV in LA, the third prong
of Gingles vs. Shaw crumbles and Section 2 teeters. That is, unless the “No RPV” claim is so perfectly
localized to certain congress people’s districts that we still have RPV a few miles away or the claim of a
preponderence of circumstances is pulled out of the hat.
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The RPV academic that the commission has hired will presumably sort this out with graphs and charts
and statistics. Perhaps a naive conservative can ask the “emperor has no clothes” question, “Given the
fact that California overwhelmingly voted for Barack Obama against John McCain, can we discover RPV
anywhere in California?” And by the way, how do we parse Willie Brown, Mayor Villaregosa, etc. into
the RPV equation?
Grinding the Redistricting Sausage
MALDEF and it’s use of the VRA as a legal hammer in redistricting are symptomatic of the deeper
structural problem of a citizens commission. Redistricting is partisan warfare, the grinding of political
sausage. Ten years of district lines are a huge prize. When politicians do redistricting the process is
necessarily brutal.
While I am aesthetically offended by the gerrymanders created in the last cycle, at least in 2001 the
politicians ended up with a legislature in rough balance between the numbers of Republican and
Democrat voters. My faith the commission will create a similar balance is wavering. And as the process
stumbles forward chaotically we need to ask, “Is citizen’s redistricting really a good idea?” The jury is
still very much out.
Many of the commissioners truly are amateurs. Many don’t seem to realize that they are representing
those in whose name they sit on this commission. I have watched as the commission trys to do brutal
political work by Marquis of Queensbury rules, without breaking a sweat. The commission seems to
want to redistrict but remain bosom buddies, as if it can sip wine collegially after each meeting for the
next decade. Most importantly, the commission doesn’t seem yet to realize that there has to be horse
trading.
The CEO of MALDEF did say one thing in the recent panel discussion “The State of the Latino Nation”
that I agree with. After calling the Tea Party (to paraphrase) “A bunch of racist clowns in Revolutionary
War costumes,” he turned to Ray Suarez of PBS and opined, “Redistricting is political and requires horse
trading.”
Although a rank amateur, I was on the same page in public comments in March against the hiring of left‐
associated Q2 and left‐associated Gibson Dunn. I said then, “They’re all honest. You got the one, so
give us the other.” The commission ignored me and continues to marginalize the conservative minority,
at its peril.
Final Questions
To conclude, I’d like to repeat critical political and process questions.
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First: Would the voters of California have approved Propositions 11 and 20 had they known MALDEF,
CAPAFER, APALC, NALEO and the Greenlining Institute would sit at the head of the table? Can you
reasonable call this a citizen’s redistricting commission if outcomes are in the end controlled by these
special interests? The answer is no.
Second: Is the commission prepared to begin treating COI testimony seriously and to balance competing
COI interests by a rational process? Can the commission mitigate its cultural‐socioeconomic sameness
to make decisions good for all Californians? I hope the answer is yes.
Third: Will the commission begin to make real compromises across the tribal, political divide and do the
horsetrading that will make no one perfectly happy but everyone willing to buy in? Or will the
commission embarrass itself by leaving a mess for the courts to fix? The jury is still out.
We will continue to watch, to weigh in and to expect a good outcome.
Regards,

David Salaverry
CCAG, California Conservative Action Group
www.fairthelines.org
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